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Translate the following paragraphs from English into Albanian  
 
While Jennifer Clay was at home taking an online exam for her business law class, a 
proctor a few hundred miles away was watching her every move. Using a webcam 
mounted in Clay's Los Angeles apartment, the monitor tracked how frequently her 
eyes moved from the computer screen and listened for the sounds of a possible helper 
in the room. Her computer browser was locked - remotely - to prevent Internet 
searches, and her typing pattern was analyzed to make sure she was who she said she 
was: Did she enter her password with the same rhythm as she had in the past? 
 
 
 
An online college course provider announced Wednesday that Yale University has 
joined the growing network of campuses that offer free classes through the 
organization. They said that Yale will offer four courses initially -- Roman 
architecture, financial markets, moralities of everyday life and constitutional law – 
which brings the total number of universities that offer courses through the group to 
70. Millions worldwide take these kinds of free online courses through several 
organizations, most of which offer the courses without college credit. 
 
 
California and other states are failing to educate most of the 70,000 young people  
who are put at any given time in rehabilitation centers, according to a national report 
released Thursday. “Most young people fail to earn any course credits or complete 
their high school diploma or any other degree while in custody”, the report by the 
Southern Education Foundation found. Yet these young inmates are highly troubled - 
usually struggling with drug abuse, anger and failing academic achievement - and 
need effective education to help them get back on track, the report said. 
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